Home for the Center
for Christian Education
www.cce.sk

Center for Christian Education
Martin, Slovakia, December 21, 2014

Dear Partners,
We have a unique and historic opportunity to secure the growth and the
excellence of Christian education ministry in Martin, Slovakia, by purchasing
the next-door building. Its size is suitable, its location perfect, and the time is
now. Please, give your attention to the following appeal:
The Center for Christian Education in Martin, Slovakia, (CCE) has been blessed by God’s amazing grace since
its very beginning. For sixteen years, we have witnessed many miracles in this ministry. What started as a
small Bible school over the weekends is now the largest and the fastest-growing academic institution of the
Slovak Lutheran Church, educating over six hundred children, youth, and adults in ten school programs on
daily bases (for more info, please visit www.cce.sk). Through the ministry of CCE, lives are being changed:
children are happier, adults are more hopeful, and the city of Martin became a better place. Seeing the
spiritual impact that our students have on their parents and friends, we have no doubt that Christian
education on all levels is the solution for our post-communist church and society.
Having this great run so far, the CCE is now at what tennis calls “breakpoint.” If played right, it would be a
major breakthrough and our ministry would flourish in the future. If not played, reduction of our programs
would follow (first cut being our new-born high school) eventually resulting in a slow death. Yes, we are fully
aware and have experienced many times that all the major decisions are ultimately up to God, and He, in His
grace, will not let us ruin His work. We strongly feel that the exciting and historic opportunity described
below is God’s answer to our ongoing prayers and we pray that He will also provide His guidance. At the
same time, we believe that our Lord has given us already a lot of what we can and need to put in the best use
now: talents, brains, hearts, hands, and, above all, you – our friends and partners. Now we need your
prayers, advice, and help more than ever before.
As some of you know only too well, we have struggled to provide a sufficient and suitable space for our
expanding programs. Every one of those sixteen years, it has taken a great effort, hundreds of volunteers,
and thousands of dollars to secure just the classrooms needed for our children and students. Our local
congregation and our city helped a great deal by renting us six nearby buildings for 50 years for one euro.
Even then, we have to rent two more school facilities and two sport facilities outside our campus and still
need more space to secure the necessary growth of our Lutheran Academy (LA, pictures of the present LA
buildings). The LA currently consists of two classrooms of kindergarten and preschool, eighteen classrooms
(nine grades) of elementary and middle school, and four classrooms (two grades) of five-year high school
program, so three more grades should be added by 2018. Even with scattered and modestly renovated
facilities, very limited sport facilities, insufficient cafeteria, and no library or study rooms, the LA is the best
and most demanded school in our region and one of the best in the whole country. However, this
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unfortunate facility situation puts a lot of stress on our staff and parents, and, in the long-term, it is
unattainable. If we want the LA to succeed in the future, we must do something radical about it and we must
do it now.
Thanks to God, the solution lies right “under our noses” – immediately between our campus and what soon
will be the biggest shopping and entertainment center in the city, at the very end of the downtown
pedestrian mall, sits a large building for sale (picture of location). This building consists of two co-joined parts,
the front one owned by a group of developers called Baducci (pictures of Baducci part), the back one owned
by a local company called Neografia (pictures of Neografia part). The parts are of similar sizes, each large
enough to accommodate our growing high school. After numerous negotiations, the purchase price of the
Baducci part is $1.3 million by March 2015 plus $390,000 five years from now, and the price of the Neografia
part is $1.17 million by February 2015. As far as the deadlines are concerned, the Neografia one is final (they
must lock the building after February), the Baducci one may be extended by a few weeks, but the price may
go up.
Along with our other on-campus buildings, the purchase and reconstruction of either part would provide
enough space for the existence and the projected growth of the LA. If we opt to purchase and reconstruct
both parts, almost all the programs of the LA would fit under one roof, including a full-size gym, spacious
cafeteria, solid library and study rooms. Besides being the perfect location, these are the pluses and the
minuses of each of the three purchase options as far as we can determine:

1. Purchase and reconstruction of the Baducci part only:
 Basement combined with a part of the ground floor allows for a full-size gym,
plus a lot of storage room (Baducci basement and Ground floor plan).

 Most of the windows provide for required classrooms daylight.
 The front part of the ground floor has business potential (café, bookstore, etc.)
(Baducci Ground floor plan).

 The entrance is representative, facing the pedestrian mall.
(Baducci Front, facing the pedestrian mall)

 Initial purchase price is $130,000 more than Neografia part, plus $390,000 five years later.
 Space for cafeteria is very limited.
 Seven of the present school buildings would still be needed.
 Approximately $2.5 million needs to be raised for reconstruction in 2015-2018.
 It does not allow for more than two classrooms per grade at each level.
The first minus seems to be well-balanced by the first plus. For the financial plan of this option see
Baducci option below.
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2. Purchase and reconstruction of the Neografia part only:
 It is the best price per square feet.
 There is space for full-size cafeteria with potential for public food services.
(Neografia Ground plan)

 Courtyard in the middle. (Neografia Ground plan)
 More efficient use of attic. (Neografia attic plan)
 Space for gym is very limited.
 The number of windows at the south side of the building needs to be doubled.
 Seven of the present school buildings would still be needed.
 Approximately $2.5 million needs to be raised for reconstruction in 2015-2018.
 Being the back-part of the whole building, it has side-entrances only.
 It does not allow for more than two classes per grade at each level.
For the financial plan of this option see Neografia option below.

3. Purchase and reconstruction of the both parts:
 ALL THE PREVIOUS PLUSES COMBINED (full-size gym and cafeteria, business potential,
open-air area in the middle, representative entry, etc.).

 Extended middle and high schools would fit under one roof (no need for off-campus buildings,
energy and management efficiency).

 Possibility of having three classrooms per grade at each level.
 More flexibility during the years of reconstruction.
 No possible neighborhood issues.
 High purchase price requires a four-year bridge loan of $2.47 million from our partners.
 To pay off that loan requires the biggest bank loan that the LA projected revenue in 2018 allows.
 Approximately $5 million needs to be raised for reconstruction in 2015-2021 and $390,000 for
the second payment to Baducci in 2020.
For the financial plan of this option see Whole building option below.
We explored our options of a bank loan. The bad news is that, because we are a school, our banks will not
give us a loan based on the value of the buildings, only on our latest-year profit. The good news is that,
according to the LA Cash flow chart #1 and #2, we should generate enough profit in 2018 to be eligible for a
loan big enough to pay back the purchase of one or even both parts of the building including the interest.
Because of our flawless client history, our local bank also offered us a loan around one million EUR if it is the
last investment needed to generate the projected profit, i.e. for the final part of the reconstruction. We had
to agree with the bank philosophy that our church, city, and partners should come through first. (The most
painful part for me was to answer their question why the Slovak Lutheran Church is not supporting this
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unique and exciting project in any major way. Well, under the present leadership, there is carful financial
approach and Christian education is just not the top priority.)
Another bit of good news is that all the major pieces are at place in the US to make tax-deductible donations
to the CCE and to hire a professional fundraiser to solicit the finances needed for the reconstruction.
Here is the bottom line: We have a unique and historic opportunity to secure the growth and excellence of
the LA by purchasing the next-door building. Its size is suitable, its location perfect, and the time is now.
Christian education in Martin can finally have its own home. The purchase of either or both parts of the
building requires a four-year bridge loan of $1.17, $1.3 or $2.47 million, combined from our overseas and
domestic partners. The reconstruction requires donations of $2.5, $2.89, or $5.39 million between now and
2022, the help of a professional fundraiser, and a lot of volunteers. The choice between the three options
depends primarily on the commitments that we receive till the end of January 2015.
Dear partners, the challenge is great and there is a lot of hard work ahead of us, but this ministry is definitely
worth all the effort. For hundreds of our children and their families, LA is now the only link to Christianity, so
not playing this breakpoint is simply not an option. Can we do this? With God on our side, I believe we can.
Our leading gift in this campaign is $250,000. I am hoping today that you will join our generous donor and all
of us at the CCE in providing a Christian home for our children, thus giving them and their families a chance to
live their lives with Christ. Please, send a donation to the CCE today or consider taking part in a four-year
loan. Let us be part of yet another miracle of God in Martin, Slovakia! 'Tis Grace that brought us safe thus far,
and Grace will lead us home.
Yours in Christ,
Bohdan Hrobon, President of CCE
You can make your donations tax deductible by sending them through our partnering organizations:

NEW HEIGHTS FOUNDATION

VISION SLOVAKIA

Contact information:

Contact information:

Mark Johnson, Board Member of NHF

Paul Berge, Director of Vision Slovakia

360-606-7505, mjohnson@traxxcorp.com

St. Andrew's Lutheran Church

Please, contact Mark Johnson also if you are

900 Stillwater Road, Mahtomedi, MN 55115

willing to participate in the loan to CCE.

651-762-9143, pberge@saintandrews.org

For more information about this project, please, contact: Bohdan Hrobon, President of CCE,
bhrobon@gmail.com, Jozef Sopoliga, Principal of LA, jsopoliga@gmail.com, or Svetlana Schudichova, CCE
Director of Development, sisa.schudichova@gmail.com.
For references, please, contact our US advisory board members: Paul Berge pberge@saintandrews.org, Mark
Johnson and Shelly Johnson sjohnson@newheights.org, Bob Lohn bobnjanice@gmail.com, Kaye and Terry
Myhre kmyhre@globeuniversity.edu, Don Swanson 5dswanson@dcvast.com.

PRESENT BUILDINGS RENTED BY LUTHERAN ACADEMY

Figure 8 Rented from congregation, 3 classrooms

Figure 8 Rented from city, 6 classrooms

Figure 8 Rented from congregation, 3 classrooms

Figure 8 Rented from city, 5 classrooms

Figure 8 Rented from congregation, 3 classrooms

Figure 8 Rented from city, cafeteria

Figure 8 Rented from Zivena (a club), 5 classrooms,
two blocks away from campus

Figure 8 Rented from public school, 5 classrooms,
five blocks away from camp
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CANDIDATE BUILDING – LOCATION AND SIDE PLAN

Figure 9
Figure 10
Our Bible School building on the left,
the candidate building on the right.
We own the parking place and the driveway to it,
this building is landlocked otherwise.
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BADUCCI PART [PICTURES]

Figure 12 Front and south side

Figure 11 Front, facing the pedestrian mall
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Figure 13 North side part 2

Figure 14 North side part 1
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BADUCCI PART

[PLANS]

SCHEMATIC PLAN OF THE BASEMENT

PART “BADUCI”

Figure 15
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SCHEMATIC PLAN OF THE GROUNDFLOOR

PART “BADUCI”

Figure 16 Ground floor plan
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SCHEMATIC PLAN OF THE 1st FLOOR

PART “BADUCI”

Figure 17
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SCHEMATIC PLAN OF THE 2nd FLOOR

PART “BADUCI”

Figure 18

13

SCHEMATIC PLAN OF ATTIC

PART “BADUCI”

Figure 19

14

NEOGRAFIA PART

[PICTURES]

Figure 21 South side and our parking lot

Figure 21 Back side, view from left
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Figure 23 North side view from right

Figure 23 North side, view from left
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NEOGRAFIA PART [PLANS]
SCHEMATIC PLAN OF THE BASEMENT

PART “NEOGRAFIA”

Figure 24

17

SCHEMATIC PLAN OF THE BASEMENT – VARIANT B
Figure 25 Neografia ground plan
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PART “NEOGRAFIA”

SCHEMATIC PLAN OF THE 1st FLOOR

PART “NEOGRAFIA”

Figure 26
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SCHEMATIC PLAN OF THE 2nd FLOOR

PART “NEOGRAFIA”

Figure 27
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SCHEMATIC PLAN OF ATTIC

PART “NEOGRAFIA”

Figure 28 Neografia attic plan
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CASH FLOW CHART #1 – LA WITHOUT ADDITIONAL CLASSROOMS
Income
Actual 2014
$ 212,412
$ 828,731
$ 39,000
$1,080,143

Projected 2015
$ 253,783
$ 993,806
$ 39,000
$1,286,589

Projected 2016
$ 298,054
$1,169,254
$ 39,000
$1,506,308

Projected 2017
$ 333,785
$1,307,696
$ 39,000
$1,680,481

Projected 2018
$ 357,302
$1,406,291
$ 39,000
$1,802,593

Wages and social allocations
Utilities
Rent
Classroom furnishing + reconstruction
Material
Cleaning services
Contribution to employees´ meal program
English textbooks
Repairs and maintenance
Other overhead
TOTAL

Actual 2014
$ 813,734
$ 66,869
$ 14,560
$ 33,020
$ 32,448
$ 33,811
$ 24,882
$ 14,976
$
5,304
$ 37,700
$1,077,304

Projected 2015
$ 873,007
$ 73,440
$ 30,680
$ 20,020
$ 33,097
$ 43,335
$ 27,210
$ 15,276
$
5,410
$ 43,355
$1,164,830

Projected 2016
$ 936,766
$ 94,053
$ 12,480
$ 17,680
$ 33,759
$ 58,520
$ 29,709
$ 15,581
$
5,518
$ 49,858
$1,253,924

Projected 2017
$1,005,322
$ 123,799
$ 12,480
$ 27,560
$ 34,434
$ 77,595
$ 32,390
$ 15,893
$
5,629
$ 57,337
$1,392,438

Projected 2018
$1,034,623
$ 147,877
$ 12,480
$
$ 35,123
$ 79,147
$ 34,009
$ 16,211
$
5,741
$ 63,071
$1,428,282

DIFFERENCE (Surplus)

$ 2,838.81

$ 121,759

$ 252,384

$ 288,043

$ 374,311

Parents (tuition)
Government
Foundation (donations)
TOTAL
Expenses
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CASH FLOW CHART #2 – LA WITH ADDITIONAL CLASSROOMS
This alternative is based on:
September 2016:

September 2017:
September 2018:

doubling the size of Pre school (2 extra classrooms of pre school added, total of 4 classrooms)
adding 1 extra classroom of 1st grade students at Elementary school (total of 3 classrooms of 1st grade
students)
continuous addition of extra classroom of 1st grade students at ES (total of 3 classrooms)
continuous addition of extra classroom of 1st grade students at ES (total of 3 classrooms)

Income
Parents (tuition)
Government
Foundation (donations)
TOTAL

Actual 2014
$ 212,412
$ 828,731
$ 39,000
$1,080,143

Projected 2015
$ 253,783
$ 993,806
$ 39,000
$1,286,589

Projected 2016
$ 312,111
$1,181,069
$ 39,000
$1,532,180

Projected 2017
$ 377,829
$1,428,309
$ 39,000
$1,845,138

Projected 2018
$ 410,706
$1,562,347
$ 39,000
$2,012,054

Actual 2014
$ 813,734
$ 66,869
$ 14,560
$ 33,020
$ 32,448
$ 33,811

Projected 2015
$ 873,007
$ 73,440
$ 30,680
$ 20,020
$ 33,097
$ 43,335

Projected 2016
$1,033,523
$ 94,053
$ 12,480
$ 40,820
$ 35,865
$ 54,487

Projected 2017
$1,122,640
$ 123,799
$ 12,480
$ 30,160
$ 36,582
$ 73,481

Projected 2018
$1,182,784
$ 147,877
$ 12,480
$ 11,960
$ 37,314
$ 74,951

$ 24,882
$ 14,976
$
5,304
$ 37,700
$1,077,304

$ 27,210
$ 15,276
$
5,410
$ 43,355
$1,164,830

$ 33,295
$ 15,581
$
6,329
$ 49,858
$1,376,291

$ 36,752
$ 15,893
$
6,456
$ 57,337
$1,515,580

$ 39,531
$ 16,211
$
6,585
$ 65,938
$1,595,630

$

$ 121,759

$ 155,888

$ 329,558

$ 416,423

Expenses
Wages and social allocations
Utilities
Rent
Classroom furnishing + reconstruction
Material
Cleaning services
Contribution to employees´ meal
program
English textbooks
Repairs and maintenance
Other overhead
TOTAL

DIFFERENCE (Surplus)

2,839
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NEOGRAFIA OPTION
Year

Month
2015 end of February
February and
following months

September

January and
2016 following months

September

Task
Purchase of the building
Starting reconstruction of one
floor
Paying annual loan interest
First phase of the
reconstrustion is done
Starting reconstruction of
another floor
Paying interest of the loan per
year
Continuing reconstruction
Second phase of the
reconstruction is done
Starting reconstruction of
another floor

Expences
$
1,170,000

Sources/Comentary
Purchase price paid through four-year bridge loan from partners

$
$

collected through donations
Paid by LA

800,000
27,300

8 classrooms ready for high school students
$

800,000

$

32,760

Paid by LA

Another 8 classrooms ready for high school students
$

900,000

$

32,760

September

Paying annual loan interest
Third phase of the
reconstruction is done

January and
2018 following months

Paying annual loan interest

$

34,320

2019 February
February and
following months

The bridge loan paid off to
partners
8 year investment loan from
the bank

$

1,170,000

$

1,170,000

January and
2017 following months

collected through donations

collected through donations

Paid by LA
Whole reconstruction is finished (classrooms, Gym, cafeteria)
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Paid by LA

The bridge loan from partners becomes payable

BADUCCI OPTION
Year
Month
2015 end of February
February and
following months

September

January and following
2016 months

September

Task
Purchase of the building
Starting reconstruction of one
floor
Paying annual loan interest
First phase of the
reconstrustion is done
Starting reconstruction of
another floor
Paying interest of the loan per
year
Continuing reconstruction
Second phase of the
reconstruction is done
Starting reconstruction of
another floor

Expences
$
1,300,000

Sources/Comentary
Purchase price paid through four-year bridge loan

$
$

collected through donations
Paid by LA

800,000
29,900

8 classrooms ready for high school students
$

800,000

$

35,880

collected through donations

Paid by LA

Another 8 classrooms ready for high school students
$

900,000

Paying annual loan interest
Third phase of the
reconstruction is done

$

35,880

January and following
2018 months

Paying annual loan interest

$

39,000

2019 February
February and
following months

The bridge loan paid off to
partners
8 year investment loan from
the bank

$

1,300,000

The bridge loan from partners becomes payable

$

1,690,000

Extra 390 000 USD for second payment of the building purchase
Paid by LA

2020 February

Second payment of the
building purchase

$

390,000

January and following
2017 months
September

collected through donations

Paid by LA
Whole reconstruction is finished (classrooms, Gym, cafeteria)
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Paid by LA

Paid by LA from loan

WHOLE BUILDING OPTION
Year
Month
2015 end of February
February and
following months

September

January and following
2016 months

September

January and following
2017 months
September
January and following
2018 months

2019 February
February and
following months
September
December

Task
Purchase of the building
Starting reconstruction of one
floor
Paying annual loan interest
First phase of the
reconstrustion is done
Starting reconstruction of
another floor
Paying interest of the loan per
year
Continuing reconstruction
Second phase of the
reconstruction is done
Starting reconstruction of
another floor

Expences
$ 2,470,000

Sources/Comentary
Purchase price paid through four-year bridge loan

$
$

collected through donations
Paid by LA

800,000
59,800

8 classrooms ready for high school students
$

800,000

$

71,760

Paid by LA

Another 8 classrooms ready for high school students
$

900,000

Paying annual loan interest
Third phase of the
reconstruction is done

$

71,760

Paying annual loan interest

$

71,760

$

2,470,000

$

2,470,000

$
$

800,000
377,000

The bridge loan paid off to
partners
8 year investment loan from
the bank
Starting reconstruction of
another part of the building
annual payment of the loan

collected through donations

collected through donations

Paid by LA
Whole reconstruction is finished (classrooms, Gym, cafeteria)
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Paid by LA

The bridge loan from partners becomes payable

collected through donations
paid by LA

September
December

Second payment of the
building purchase
Starting reconstruction of
another part of the building
annual payment of the loan

2021 September
December

Starting reconstruction of
another part of the building
annual payment of the loan

$
$

900,000
421,200

collected through donations
paid by LA

2022 September
December

reconstruction completed
annual payment of the loan

$

405,600

paid by LA

2020 February

$

390,000

collected through donations

$
$

800,000
436,800

collected through donations
paid by LA
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